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Pedestrian Inertial Navigation: An Overview of
Model and Data-Driven Approaches

Itzik Klein

Abstract—The task of indoor positioning is fundamental to
several applications, including navigation, healthcare, location-
based services, and security. An emerging field is inertial nav-
igation for pedestrians, which relies only on inertial sensors
for positioning. In this paper, we present inertial pedestrian
navigation models and learning approaches. Among these, are
methods and algorithms for shoe-mounted inertial sensors and
pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) with unconstrained inertial
sensors. We also address three categories of data-driven PDR
strategies: activity-assisted, hybrid approaches, and learning-
based frameworks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Indoor positioning is a fundamental task for various applica-
tions, including navigation, health-monitoring, location-based
services, and security. Because global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) signals are not available indoors, positioning
relies on other approaches such as WiFi [1]–[3] or other
radio frequency signals [4], visual positioning [5], floor plan
matching [6], and inertial sensing solutions [7], [8]. Of the
latter, several approaches exists, including inertial navigation
system (INS), shoe-mounted INS (SM-INS), and pedestrian
dead reckoning (PDR).
For indoor navigation, low-performance inertial sensors are
commonly used, for example, those installed in smartphones
and wearable devices. Therefore, without external updates,
the classical INS algorithm, which requires three integrations
on the measured inertial data, results in large positioning
errors. To overcome this limitation, inertial sensors can be
mounted on a shoe. To limit the inertial drift, zero velocity
updates and other methods of information aiding are used.
But for unconstrained inertial sensors, like in smartphones,
information aiding is not applicable, therefore approaches like
PDR are used, which require less integrations on the inertial
readings.
The present paper is focused on SM-INS and PDR approaches,
as shown in Figure 1. Section II presents the model-based PDR
framework and explains each part and its role in a common
PDR algorithm. Section III describes the SM-INS approach,
with all relevant algorithms, including INS, nonlinear filtering,
zero velocity detector, and information aiding. Section IV
lists three strategies for data-driven PDR, including activity-
assisted, hybrid, and learning-based. Finally, Section V sum-
marizes the paper.
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Fig. 1: Shoe-mounted INS (left) requires solving the INS
equations and a nonlinear filter with information aiding. The
PDR framework (right) is applicable to unconstrained inertial
sensors, such as those in smartphones.

II. MODEL-BASED PEDESTRIAN DEAD RECKONING

Inertial sensors, such as accelerometers and gyroscopes, are
required for using model-based PDR algorithms. Smartphones
or wearable devices with inertial sensors are commonly used
for this purpose. An exception is shoe-mounted inertial sensors
(discussed below in Section III).
Model-based PDR consists of four stages (Figure 2):

1) Step detection: The pedestrian steps are detected gen-
erally based on accelerometer readings.

2) Step-length estimation: Several approaches may be
used to estimate pedestrian step-length, including
regression-based, biomechanical models, and empirical
relationships.

3) Heading determination: The heading of the pedestrian
is estimated from the gyroscope and/or magnetometer
readings.

4) Position update: The current pedestrian position is
determined based on initial conditions, heading angle
(stage 3), and step-length size (stage 2).

As with any dead-reckoning method, the user’s initial position
must be known before undertaking the PDR cycle. Addition-
ally, most step-length algorithms require a calibration phase to
determine their parameters. Finally, we note that most model-
based PDR approaches assume that the user is walking on
the same plane (floor), allowing only the estimation of the
pedestrian’s 2D position, excluding altitude.
In the following subsections, we elaborate on each stage in

the model-based PDR approach and provide frequently used
implementation methods.

A. Step detection approaches

Steps can be detected in several ways. Although some ap-
proaches have been derived for specific inertial sensor loca-
tions, with appropriate parameter tuning they can be applied
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Fig. 2: Model-based PDR stages.

also for other inertial locations.
As noted in [9], step detection methods can be of four types:
peak detection, zero crossing, autocorrelation, and spectral
analysis. The peak detection method detects the maximum
peaks of the accelerometer signal to determine the user step
instances [10], [11]. In zero crossing detection, the zero
crossing of the accelerometer signal is monitored for step
detection [12], [13]. The cyclic nature of walking leads to
strong periodicity in inertial sensor readings. It is possible to
extract a cycle from a sequence of sensor data by looking
for maxima in the mean-adjusted autocorrelation of the data
over a period of time. Autocorrelation-based step detection
can be applied to accelerometer [14] or gyroscopes readings
[15]. Steps can also be detected in the frequency domain, for
example, by using Fourier [16] or wavelet transforms [17].
Of the methods mentioned above, peak detection is the most
popular. These approaches are typically based on the magni-
tude threshold of the specific force value and the minimum
step period. In this case, a step is defined as the interval
between two successive peaks. Moreover, because PDR is a
dead-reckoning approach, without external aiding, only short
time scenarios can be considered. Thus, the inertial frame (i-
frame) is defined at the user’s starting point. For simplicity,
we assume that the body frame (b-frame) coincides with the
sensitive axes of the inertial sensors.
To formulate the peak detection method, we denote the specific
force vector expressed in the body frame, f bib, as

f bib = [fx fy fz]
T (1)

The magnitude of the specific force vector (1) at time k is

fmag,k =
√
f2x,k + f2y,k + f2z,k (2)

The mean of the specific force magnitude throughout the
trajectory is defined by

f̄mag =
1

n

n∑
k=1

fmag,k (3)

where n is the number of samples. Next, The mean of the
specific force magnitude (4) is subtracted from the magnitude
of the specific force vector (2)

fm,k = fmag,k − f̄mag (4)

Finally, the standard deviation (STD) of the specific force
magnitude, after reducing its mean, is calculated by

σf =

[
1

n

n∑
k=1

(fm,k − f̄mag)
2

] 1
2

(5)

Two parameters are needed to apply a basic peak detection
approach:

1) The minimum time interval between steps, defined em-
pirically.

2) The minimum peak height, i.e., the minimum value
allowed for a valid peak. It is common practice to use
1.5σf as the minimum value.

We consider the following scenario to illustrate the peak
detection algorithm: The user walks holding a smartphone
in texting mode, that is,approximately waist-high. The user
makes 26 steps to cover a distance of 25.4 meters. The specific
force was measured by the smartphone accelerometers. Its
magnitude, calculated by (2), and magnitude mean value (4)
are shown in Figure 3. Next, the mean is subtracted as in (4)
and the STD is calculated by (5). Finally, the STD is multiplied
by a factor of 1.5 and the resulting value is adopted as the
minimum peak height. The minimum time interval between
steps was set to 0.3 seconds. Using these two parameters, a
simple maxima search is performed to find the user steps.
Figure 4 shows the specific force magnitude after subtracting

Fig. 3: Specific force magnitude as a function of time and its
average value. This recording was taken with a smartphone in
texting mode by a pedestrian walking for 25.4 meters.

its mean. The red circles show maxima values identified as
steps. The peak-detection algorithm manged to detect all 26
steps. Note, however, that such approaches are sensitive to user
dynamics (walking speed) and sensor location.

B. Step-length estimation

Pedestrian step-length can be estimated using several ap-
proaches, including regression-based, biomechanical models,
and empirical relationships. The underlying idea behind these
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Fig. 4: Identified user steps. This recording was taken with a
smartphone in texting mode by a pedestrian walking for 25.4
meters.

approaches is that a step can be detected based on accelerom-
eter readings. Therefore, many approaches in the literature
attempt to establish a relationship between the specific force
exhibited during a step and the length of the step. In a recent
study, the use of smartphone inertial sensors for estimating
step-length was analyzed and compared with 13 representative
model-based step-length estimation models [18]. Lately, [19]
provided a survey of step-length from various perspectives,
including the research method used, the length of the test path,
various walking speeds, the location of the sensor device on
the user’s body, and the accuracy achieved in estimating step-
length.
We consider three step-length approaches:

1) SL1: A constant step-length approach that assumes that
all steps during a walk have an equal length and are a
function of the user’s gender and height [20]

sc = kcḣ (6)

where sc is the constant step-length, h is the user height,
and kc is a gain equal to 0.415 for men and 0.413 for
women. As it is based solely on user height, this is one
of the simplest approaches to estimating step-length. Yet,
as a constant value approach, it fails to cope with varying
step-lengths.

2) SL2: The Weinberg [21] is a biomechanical approach,
based on the inverted pendulum model. Originally, it
relied on the difference between the maximum and
minimum vertical acceleration values during a step.
Later, it was shown to operate successfully using the
specific force magnitude instead [22]. Based on the
specific force magnitude, the Weinberg approach uses
the formula:

sw = kw (fmag,max − fmag,min)
1/4 (7)

where kw is the Weinberg gain, sw is the Weinberg-
based step-length, fmag,max is the maximum value of

the specific force during the step interval, and fmag,min

is the minimum value of the specific force during the
step interval. Before using the approach, a calibration
procedure, with the user walking a certain distance,
should be applied to determine the gain, sw. Taking
the sum operator on both sides of (7) along the tra-
jectory, allows determining the gain because the sum of
the step-lengths is the known travelled distance. Thus,
Weinberg’s approach relies on a single empirical gain,
which must be calibrated before its use.

3) SL3: Adaptive step-length estimation. The step-length
of a pedestrian is not constant and varies with walking
speed, step frequency, acceleration variance, and other
parameters. To increase accuracy in estimating walk-
ing distances, adaptive step-length estimation algorithms
have been proposed. Of these, in [23], the step-length
is a function of step frequency and the variance of the
specific force during the step, as given by:

sa = ka,1 · SF + ka,2 · σf + ka,3 (8)

where SF is the step frequency defined as the inverse
of the time duration of the step, σf is the specific force
variance (5), and ka,1 − ka,3 are predefined empirical
gains. As in the Weinberg approach, the determination
of the empirical gains requires a calibration procedure.

Returning to our numeric example from Section II-B, we
tested the three step-length approaches: SL1-SL3. For SL1, the
walking user was a 190 cm-tall male. Calibration procedures
with the same user were carried out to obtain the gains of
approaches SL2 and SL3. The estimated distances of the three
approaches are shown in Figure 5. Although the user walked
at a constant pace to make sure that his steps were equal,
the constant-length approach, SL1, performed worse than the
adaptive approaches. SL2 and SL3 obtained a distance error
of less than 2% of the travelled distance.
Figure 6 shows the the lengths of each of the 26 steps made

Fig. 5: Estimated user distance of the three step-length ap-
proaches. The recording was obtained with a smartphone in
texting mode by a pedestrian walking for 25.4 meters.
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during the trajectory. In SL1, a constant step-length of 79cm
was obtained. In both SL2 and SL3, the average step-length
was 99cm, reflecting the actual step-length.
Step-length approaches are sensitive to user characteristics

Fig. 6: Lengths of each of the 26 steps made during the
trajectory. This recording was taken with a smartphone in
texting mode by a pedestrian walking for 25.4 meters.

(like height and weight), inertial sensors location, and walking
speeds.

C. Heading and walking direction

To estimate the pedestrian’s trajectory, it is necessary to
estimate the walking direction and heading. In some cases, the
direction of walking does not coincide with the direction of
the inertial sensor’s sensitive axis. For example, when using
the smartphone, the user may point it with an offset to the
walking direction, as illustrated in Figure 7. The figure shows

Fig. 7: Heading geometry defined relative to the starting point
of the trajectory. The figure shows the offset angle between
the smartphone inertial sensors (red) and the user’s walking
direction (blue).

the heading geometry defined relative to the starting point of
the trajectory. From the geometry we define:

ψu = ψp − ψs (9)

where ψu is the user’s heading (walking direction), ψp is
the heading angle of the smartphone (or any other inertial
sensor), and ψs, is the sliding (offset) angle between the
smartphone and the user. Equation (9) represents a general
walking scenario. To better illustrate the difference, consider
the scenario shown in Figure 8, where a user holding a
smartphone starts walking while the smartphone is aligned to
the walking direction (segment A). During the walking, the
user maintains the same direction but changes the smartphone
direction by 45◦, as shown in segment B. Next, simultaneously,
the user changes walking direction by 45◦ and smartphone
direction by 90◦, aligning the two, as shown in segment C.
Finally, in segment D, the user rotates the phone by 45◦

relative to the walking direction. The user trajectory and both
smartphone and user heading angles are illustrated in Figure 8.

Two spacial cases may occur: (a) the inertial sensors are

Fig. 8: A user walks holding the smartphone at different angles
relative to the walking direction. The lower part of the figure
shows the user trajectory and the upper part the heading angles
of the user and smartphone across the trajectory.

held in the same direction as the walking direction, satisfying
ψs(t) = 0,∀t, for example, a user walking and holding
the smartphone in texting mode; (b) the inertial sensors are
rigidly mounted to the user, resulting in a constant offset angle
ψs(t) = ψs,c,∀t.
One of the most commonly used methods for estimating the
heading of smartphones, ψp, is based on fusing data from
accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes in an attitude
and heading reference system (AHRS) framework. There are
many types of AHRS approaches, including the Kalman fil-
ter [24], [25], nonlinear estimation [26], [27], complementary
filtering [28]–[30], and hybrid-learning approaches [31]–[33].
Regardless of the AHRS algorithm choice, they all rely on
the kinematic equations of the gyroscope. Following [8], we
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provide a simplified description of these equations, assuming
initial zero roll and pitch angles, and that the x-axis of the
smartphone is aligned with the walking direction, resulting
in an initial zero heading. This corresponds to an initial
quaternion of q0 ∈ R4:

q0 = 1 + 0i + 0j + 0k (10)

where 1, i, j,k are the quaternion basis elements.
Given the gyroscope’s measurement, [ωx ωy ωz]

T , the kine-
matic equation for the quaternion (its rate of change in time)
is

q̇ =
1

2


−q2 −q3 −q4
q1 q4 −q3
−q4 q1 q2
q3 −q2 −q1


 ωx

ωy

ωz

 (11)

Given q̇ and the previous quaternion, the current quaternion
can be calculated to construct the transformation matrix from
the reference frame to the body frame:

Tb
r =

 q21 + q22 − q23 − q24 2(q2q3 − q1q4) 2(q1q3 + q2q4)
2(q2q3 + q1q4) q21 − q22 + q23 − q24 2(q3q4 − q1q2)
2(q2q4 − q1q3) 2(q1q2 + q3q4) q21 − q22 − q23 + q24


(12)

Using (12), the smartphone heading is calculated by

ψp = atan2
(
2(q2q3 − q1q4), 1− 2(q23 + q24)

)
(13)

As noted, using (13) for the estimation of the user’s walking
direction is valid only when the smartphone is aligned with
the user’s walking path so that ψs = 0 and thus ψu = ψp.
If this is not the case, other approaches to estimate the user’s
walking direction are needed. The walking direction may be
extracted from acceleration measurements using a kinematic
“rolling-foot” model [34], by principle component analysis of
the accelerometer readings [35], or using gravity-based [36],
[37] and deep learning approaches [38], [39].
Here, we describe a simple yet efficient gravity-based ap-
proach for estimating the user’s walking direction. First, the
gravity direction vector is obtained and the angular velocity is
projected to obtain its vertical component, which is integrated
to find the walking direction. As stated in [40], to reduce
or eliminate the large temporal variations typically associated
with the acceleration of a pedestrian in motion, it is necessary
to apply low-pass filtering to each axis of the force vector.
Then, the gravity vector direction is given by

γg =
−fLPF

||fLPF ||
(14)

where γg is the gravity direction vector and fLPF is the filtered
specific force vector in the sensor frame.
Denoting the vertical projection of the gyroscope reading
by ωv and the measured angular velocity by ω, it can be
calculated at any instance of time by

ωv = γT
g ω (15)

As ωv measures the pedestrian’s turning rate in the horizontal
plane, an approximation for the change in the walking direc-
tion during the time interval ∆t is

∆ψu = ωv∆t (16)

The (14)-(16) approach for finding the change in the user’s
walking direction is valid assuming that the angular velocity
is constant during the time interval ∆t, which holds for most
gyroscopes sampling at a high-rate. Notice further that to filter
out the user acceleration using a low-pass filter, the user should
be walking. In transient walking motion, as at the beginning
or end of walking, we expect a degradation in filtering quality,
leading to large heading errors.

D. Two-dimensional positioning

Given the estimated step size, s, and the user’s walking
direction angle, ψu, the two-dimensional PDR user position
vector is: [

xk
yk

]
=

[
xk−1 + sk cos(ψu,k)
yk−1 + sk sin(ψu,k)

]
(17)

where x and y are the two-dimensional position components
and k is the current epoch.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the two-dimensional model-based
PDR method.

Algorithm 1: Two-dimensional model-based PDR

Input: f b,ωb, xk−1, yk−1, sk, ψu,k, ψs,k, ψp,k

1 Step detection: f b and (1)-(5) ;
2 step-length estimation: f b and one approach out of

(6), (7), or (8) ;
3 Heading determination: if ψs,k = 0 then
4 ωb and (11)-(13) such that ψu,k = ψp,k ;
5 else
6 f b and (14)-(16);

7 Two-dimensional positioning: xk−1, yk−1, sk, ψu,k

and (17) ;
Output: xk, yk

E. Three-dimensional PDR

Most PDR approaches assume that the user walks in the
same plane, without vertical movement. Yet, in typical walking
environments vertical movement is required, for example,
when using staircases, elevators, or escalators. A typical so-
lution for solving the altitude problem is to use a barometer
to determine the change in altitude, as applied in [41], [42].
Given a barometer, the 3D PDR algorithm, for each sensor
role, is presented in Figure 9. Yet, as pointed out in [43],

Fig. 9: Model-based 3D PDR using a barometer for altitude
estimation.

not all smartphones or wearable devices have a barometer. In
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these cases, the altitude can be estimated using accelerometer
measurements. In [44], a modified Weinberg approach was
suggested to estimate the user’s steps during movement on a
staircase and a calibration phase is required to estimate the
Weinberg gain. A later study, [43], proposed estimating the
change in height by identifying peaks in the motion of the
user during movement on a staircase in the course of which
the user is changing position. This approach does not require
prior calibration.

III. SHOE-MOUNTED INS

In SM-INS (or foot-mounted) devices, the inertial sensors
are rigidly mounted on a shoe [45], [46], so that zero ve-
locity events are identified and information aiding can be
applied to mitigate the inertial drift [47]. Therefore, instead
of experiencing a velocity drift caused by a strapdown INS
mechanism, a shoe-mounted INS produces a saw-tooth like
velocity error behaviour. Figure 10 illustrates this assuming
ideal initial conditions and only accelerometer bias. In this

Fig. 10: Illustration of the INS velocity solution drift (without
aiding) and the shoe-mounted INS with information aiding
during zero velocity instances.

example, every one-second stationary condition is identified
and information aiding is applied to nullify velocity drift. In
practice, the same velocity error behavior is observed even
when taking into account all accelerometer and gyroscope
errors.
The shoe-mounted INS framework, using an extended Kalman
filter (EKF), is illustrated in Figure 11. Note that any other
nonlinear filter can be applied instead. The INS navigation
solution is produced in accordance with the inertial conditions
and inertial readings. The inertial measurements, together with
the INS solution, are used in the EKF prediction phase. Next,
an algorithm to detect zero velocity instances is applied. If
such instances are detected, information aiding is used in the
EKF update phase to produce a corrected navigation solution.
Otherwise, the INS solution is not corrected by the filter. We
examine each component of the shoe-mounted INS in detail
below.

Fig. 11: Shoe-mounted INS framework.

A. Inertial Navigation

The INS equations of motion are a set of first order differential
equations. Given initial conditions and inertial measurements,
they can be solved to give the navigation solution, namely the
position, velocity, and orientation. These equations are valid
for any platform, regardless of its operating environment [7].
In shoe-mounted INS, however, some simplification is applied,
reducing the complexity of the INS equations of motion.
Generally, low-performance inertial sensors are used in shoe-
mounted INS, therefore, angular velocity vector of the earth
can be neglected. The transport rate is also neglected because
the user velocity is relatively low. Last, it is assumed that the
body frame coincides with the inertial sensor frame located on
the shoe, as illustrated in Figure 12. Taking those assumptions

Fig. 12: Reference frames associated with a typical shoe-
mounted INS scenario.

into account, the continuous form of the INS equation of
motion is:

v̇r = Tb
rfbib + gr (18)
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where v̇r is the velocity vector expressed in the reference
frame, fbib is the specific force vector expressed in the body
frame, Tb

r is the reference to body transformation matrix
defined in (12), and gr is the local gravity vector defined by:

gr = [0, 0, g]
T (19)

where g is the local gravity, assumed constant during the
motion.
The position rate of change, ṗr, is the integration on the
velocity vector:

ṗr = vr (20)

Last, the transformation matrix rate of change is

Ṫ
b

r = Tb
rω

b
ib (21)

where ωb
ib is the measured gyroscope angular velocity vector.

Given inertial conditions, the INS equations of motion, (18),
(20), and (21) are integrated to obtain the navigation solution.
The choice of the numeric integration algorithms is a trade-
off between precision and processing capability. For a detailed
discussion of this topic, refer to [7], [48]. In SM-INS, the Padé
approximation is regularly used to propagate the transforma-
tion matrix [49], [50]:

Tb
r,k = Tb

r,k−1 (2I3 +Ωk∆t) (2I3 −Ωk∆t)
−1 (22)

where ∆t is the time-step, k is the current epoch, and Ωk is
the skew symmetric of the measured angular velocity

Ωk =

 0 −ωz,k ωy,k

ωz,k 0 −ωx,k

−ωy,k ωx,k 0

 (23)

The velocity is updated using the Euler method:

vrk = vr
k−1 +∆tv̇r (24)

where v̇r is defined in (18). Similarly, the position update is
given by:

pr
k = pr

k−1 +∆tṗr (25)

where ṗr is defined in (20).

B. Navigation Filter

The nonlinear nature of the INS equations of motion necessi-
tates a nonlinear filter when INS is fused with external sensors
or information, as in SM-INS. Before designing the filter, we
define the inertial sensor measurement error model as:

f̃
b

ib = f b
ib + ba + wa (26)

ω̃b
ib = ωb

ib + bg + wg (27)

where wa and wg are the zero mean white Gaussian noise of
the accelerometer and gyroscope measurement, respectively,
and the sensor biases are modeled as random walk processes

ḃa = wab (28)

ḃg = wgb (29)

where ba is the accelerometer bias, bg is the gyroscope bias,
and wab and wgb are the zero mean white Gaussian noise of
the accelerometer and gyroscope bias modeling, respectively.

An error-state EKF implementation is used with an error-state
vector

δx =
[
δpr δvr ϵr ba bg

]T ∈ R15 (30)

where δpr is the position error-state vector, δvr is the velocity
error-state vector, and ϵr is misalignment error-state.
The linearized error-state model is [48]

δẋ = Fδx+Gw (31)

where F is the system matrix, G is the shaping matrix, and
δw is the noise vector. The residuals of the accelerometers
and gyros are modeled as random walk processes although
any other suitable models may be used instead, such as the
first-order Gauss-Markov process. The system matrix is given
by

F =


03×3 I3 03×3 03×3 03×3

Fvp 03×3 Fvϵ Tn
b 03×3

03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 Tn
b

03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3

03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3

 . (32)

where Fij are 3×3 submatrices obtained from the linearization
of the nonlinear equation of motion (more details on the
internalization process can be found in navigation textbooks
such as [8], [48]). The shaping matrix is given by

G =


03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3

Tn
b 03×3 03×3 03×3

03×3 Tn
b 03×3 03×3

03×3 03×3 I3 03×3

03×3 03×3 03×3 I3

 (33)

and the noise vector is

w =
[
wa wg wab wab

]T
(34)

The implementation algorithm for the prediction phase of the
EKF error-state closed loop is

δx̂−
k = 0 (35)

P−
k = Φk−1P

+
k−1Φ

T
k−1 +Qk−1 (36)

where δx−
k is the a priori estimate of the error-state, P−

k

is the covariance of the a priori estimation error, Φk is the
state transition matrix, and Qk is the process noise covariance
assumed to be constant throughout the trajectory.
The EKF update phase is:

δx̂+
k = Kkδzk (37)

P+
k = [I−KkHk]P

−
k (38)

Kk = P−
k H

T
k [HkP

−
k H

T
k +Rk]

−1 (39)

where δx+
k is the a posteriori estimate of the error-state, P+

k

is the covariance of the a posteriori estimation error, δzk is
the measurement residual vector, Kk is the Kalman gain, Rk

is the measurement noise covariance assumed to be constant
for all samples, and Hk is the measurement matrix.
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C. Zero Velocity Detectors

The function of zero velocity detectors (ZVD) in SM-INS is
to determine whether information aiding can be applied at
the filter update stage (37)-(39). In a recent review of ZVD,
Wahlström and Skog [51] recount the history of foot-mounted
inertial navigation, characterize the main sources of error, and
analyze current approaches to robust ZVD. These methods
include heuristic approaches, adaptive thresholding, gait cycle
segmentation, other model-based approaches, as well as data-
driven methods.
There exist several heuristic ZVD that rely on different inertial
features, such as the acceleration variance or magnitude, the
angular rate energy detector, and the stance hypothesis optimal
detection (SHOE) detector. As pointed out in [52], ZVD can
be formulated as a likelihood ratio check. To this end, let H0

denote a hypothesis that the inertial sensor unit is moving and
H1 a hypotheses that the inertial sensor unit is stationary. Note
that stationary conditions occur during walking in the stance
phase or while standing still. The likelihood-ratio test based
on inertial measurements, zj , decides on hypothesis H1 if and
only if

L(zj) =
p (zj |H1)

p (zj |H0)
> γ (40)

where γ is some user-defined threshold and zj) = mn
j+wf

j−wb

with wf and wb as the forward and backward window length
applied to the required set of measurements.
A multi-condition bringing together both accelerometer and
gyroscope measurements was proposed in [50]. It includes
three conditions for declaring a foot to be stationary:

1) Acceleration magnitude. Although referred to as ac-
celeration, this is actually a condition concerning the
specific force magnitude defined by:

C1 =

{
1 γfmag,min < fmag,k < γfmag,max

0 otherwise (41)

where fmag,k is defined in (2), and γfmag,min and
γfmag,max are the minimum and maximum threshold
values, respectively.

2) Local acceleration variance. Defines the foot activity
as

σ2
f =

1

2w + 1

j=k+w∑
j=k−w

(fmag,k − f̄mag)
2 (42)

where w is the window size and f̄mag is defined in (4).
The second condition is satisfied when

C2 =

{
1 σ2

f > γσf

0 otherwise
(43)

where γσf
is the local acceleration variance value.

3) Angular velocity magnitude. This condition requires
that the angular velocity magnitude

ωmag,k =
√
ω2
x,k + ω2

y,k + ω2
z,k (44)

must be below a given threshold γσω

C3 =

{
1 σ2

f > γσω

0 otherwise
(45)

Detection of a stationary foot requires that all three logical
conditions be satisfied simultaneously, so a logical ”AND”
is applied, and the result is filtered out with a neighboring
window median filter.
Rather than use heuristic or other model-based approaches for
ZVD, several papers have recently explored the possibility of
using machine learning approaches to identify zero velocity
instances. For example, [53] used support vector machines and
[54] a long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network.

D. Information Aiding

Once a zero velocity instance is detected, information aiding
can be applied in the EKF update phase (37)-(39). Mostly,
two types of information aiding are used in SM-INS: (1) zero
velocity update (ZVU) and (2) zero angular rate (ZAR) [47].

1) Zero velocity update
The principle of this aiding states that while in stationary
conditions, the velocity vector in the reference frame is
zero. The ZUV measurement residual is given by:

δzZVU = vr
INS

− 03×1 = HZVUδx+ νZVU (46)

where vr
INS

is the calculated INS velocity vector (24) and
νZVU is zero mean white Gaussian measurement noise.
The corresponding measurement matrix is defined by:

HZVU =
[
03×3 I3 03×3 03×3 03×3

]
. (47)

2) Zero angular rate
Similarly to ZVU, while in stationary conditions, the
angular velocity vector in the reference frame is zero.
The ZAR measurement residual is given by:

δzZAR = ωb
ib,INS

− 03×1 = HZARδx+ νZAR = bg + νZAR

(48)
where ωb

ib,INS
is the measured INS angular rate vector,

νZAR is zero mean white Gaussian measurement noise,
and bg is the gyroscope bias vector expressed in the
body frame. The corresponding measurement matrix is
defined by:

HZAR =
[
03×3 03×3 03×3 03×3 I3

]
. (49)

E. Summary and Analytical Assessment

Algorithm 2 summarizes the SM-INS approach. The output of
the algorithm is the updated error-state vector used to correct
the INS solution and inertial sensor errors.
Next, we provide a simplified analytical assessment comparing
the distance errors of the INS solution, model-based PDR, and
SM-INS. For this, we assume that only an accelerometer bias
of ba = 5mg is present in the system. For short time periods,
the INS position error is approximated by [7]:

δpINS =
1

2
bat

2 (50)

where t is the time.
To assess the distance error of model-based PDR, we follow
[55], which proposes the MoRPI framework, a horizontal
PDR-like approach for mobile robots. It was shown that the
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Algorithm 2: Shoe-mounted INS Algorithm

1 Raw data Input: f b,ωb

2 INS initial conditions Input: pk, vk,T
r
b,k

3 EKF Input: Pk,Q,F,G, δxk

4 Information aiding Input: R,H, δzk
5 Zero velocity detectors Input: γ
6 INS: Propagate INS equations of motion (22)-(25)

given initial conditions and inertial sensor readings;
7 EKF Prediction: Given initial covariances, apply

(35)-(36) ;
8 Zero velocity condition: Employ three logical

conditions (41)-(45). if stationary condition holds
then

9 EKF update: Update phase (37)-(39) using
information aiding (46)-(49)

10 ; Output: Pk+1, δxk+1

position error using the Weinberg step-length approach (7) is
the sum of all peak-to-peak distance errors

δpPDR =

N∑
j=1

∆kw∆fj (51)

where N is the number of steps, ∆kw is the error in the
Weinberg gain, and ∆fj is

∆fj = (fmag,max − fmag,min)
1/4 (52)

For this example, we set ∆kw = 5%.
To produce the SM-INS distance error, the error was prop-
agated using (51) during the filter prediction phase, and
when zero velocity was detected, it was assumed that the
filer manages to correct 90% of the existing drift. In the
examined scenario, stationary conditions were detected every
one second.
Figure 13 shows the distance error of the approaches for a
duration of 30 seconds. Because of the inertial measurement
errors and the dead-reckoning nature, the distance solution
of all three approaches drift, although at different rates. The
INS reaches a distance error of 22.5m; the model-based PDR
obtains a distance error of 3m; and the SM-INS performs best,
achieving a distance error of 0.75m. This error represents an
improvement of 75% over the model-based PDR approach.
In real world scenarios, this improvement may be higher,
depending on several factors, including the walking duration.

IV. DATA-DRIVEN PEDESTRIAN DEAD RECKONING

Both machine learning and deep learning approaches learn
from data, therefore they are referred to also as data-driven
approaches. These approaches are used in a variety of naviga-
tion tasks [56]–[59], including PDR [60], as described below.
Data-driven PDR can be categorized into three types:

• Activity-assisted PDR: Data-driven approaches are used
to classify the user motion and inertial sensor location.
This information is used within the model-based PDR
algorithm.

Fig. 13: Analytical assessment of the distance errors achieved
by the INS, model-based PDR, and SM-INS.

• Hybrid PDR approaches: The heading angle or step-
length are regressed by a data-driven approach while the
other by using a model-based method.

• Learning-based PDR: Rather than being based on mod-
els, PDR positioning relies only on learning methods to
perform the positioning task.

The above-mentioned categories as well as the model-based
PDR are illustrated in Figure 14. In the next section, a brief
introduction to neural networks (NN) provides basic concepts
for those who are unfamiliar with them.

Fig. 14: Illustration of model-based PDR and three types of
learning-based PDR approaches.

A. A Brief Introduction to Neural Networks
A typical NN consist of three types of layers: input layer,
holding the initial data for the entire network, output layer,
producing the result of the network, and hidden layer, referring
to all intermediate layers between the input and output layers.
The output of the network is refereed to as the predicted
value, which is compared to the true value. To this end,
a loss function (cost function) is chosen to measure the
difference between predicted and true values. Thus, the loss
function is used as a criterion in the optimization process
for obtaining undated network parameters. The optimization
process is applied until the loss value is lower than a predefined
threshold. A cycle of this process is illustrated in Figure 15.
From a mathematical point of view, the j-th hidden layer hj

is defined as

hj = a

(
m∑
i=0

xi × wi

)
(53)
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Fig. 15: A single cycle of the NN optimization process in its
training phase.

where a is a nonlinear activation function, xi is the i,
i = 0 . . .m, input to the layer, and wi are the corresponding
weights. The input layer lin ∈ Rn×k contains the input data of
dimension n to the network, where k stands for the sequence
length. For example, using the specific force vector for a
sequence of 30 samples gives n = 3 and k = 30. The
output layer, lout ∈ Rp, gives the output with dimension p.
The complete network, n, is represented using a composition
of functions, where each function is a layer in the network:

n = lin ◦ h1 · · · ◦ hf ◦ lout (54)

where hf is the last hidden layer in the network. Note that the
network performed the following mapping:

n : Rn×k → Rp (55)

A detailed explanation of NN can be found in [61], [62] and
[63].

B. Activity-Assisted PDR

One of the critical phases in model-based PDR is the step-
length estimation. As addressed in Section II-B, commonly,
an empirical gain is required to estimate the step-length. This
gain was found to be sensitive to the user activity mode
(walking normally/slow/fast, standing, running) [64] and to the
smartphone activity, which implies the location of the inertial
sensors [65]. For example, when using the smartphone sensors,
the location could be texting, when writing a message, or
pocket, when the smartphone is placed in the user’s pocket.
Each of such mode results in a different gain value for the
step-length estimation phase. One solution to this problem is
to take an average gain value of all expected walking mode
and smartphone locations during the pedestrian trajectory. Yet,
as shown in [66], even an average gain value results in a 10%
position error because of gain inaccuracy alone. To mitigate
the influence of the human activity and sensor location, a
dedicated machine learning algorithm is added to the model-
based PDR stages, as illustrated in Figure 16, to create an
activity-assisted PDR framework. Notice that, nevertheless,
the burden of prior gain calibration is needed for all modes
and sensor locations expected in the pedestrian trajectory.
As soon as the classification learning algorithm identifies the

current mode, the appropriate gain is selected for the PDR
algorithm. To train the learning algorithm, a data acquisition

Fig. 16: Activity-assisted PDR stages. Machine learning algo-
rithms are embedded in the model-based PDR for activity and
location recognition.

phase is conducted to collect inertial sensor data. Next, a
preproccssing phase is applied, including handling missing
data, normalization, noise reduction, and outlier rejection. If a
machine-learning algorithm is used for classification, certain
features are required. These features are extracted based on
the specific force and angular velocity vector components.
Feature types include statistical, time domain, cross-sensor,
and frequency domain features. As the feature set is created
and the required activity or location classes are defined, the
training process is performed with a goal of finding the most
efficient classifier for the given task.
The same data acquisition and prepossessing phases are used
with deep learning approaches but the feature extraction part is
not required because the network creates its own features from
the raw inertial measurements. For classification problems, a
commonly used loss function is the cross entropy loss, which
evaluates the difference between the predicted and true class
probability distributions.
After the classifier has been designed, during the inference
phase, raw inertial data (or features) are input to the classifier
to output the human activity or the inertial sensor location. An
example of this cycle is illustrated in Figure 17, where raw
inertial sensor data are plugged into a smartphone recognition
network to classify the smartphone location texting, pocket,
and talking.
See [67] to get a better understanding of recent advances
in pedestrian-related activity recognition. Note that, as stated
in [68], supervised networks are trained on a set of defined
user modes (smartphone locations or user activities), available
during the training process. As a result, when the classifier
encounters an unknown mode, it must identify it as one of
the original modes that it was trained on. It is likely that
such classification errors will reduce the accuracy of the PDR
solution, therefore, appropriate algorithms should be applied
to identify unknown modes.
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Fig. 17: Inertial sensors raw data is plugged into a smartphone
recognition network to classify the smartphone location -
texting, pocket, or talking.

C. Hybrid PDR Approaches

Data-driven approaches to PDR were initially hybrid
approaches. This means that they provide only one of the
two quantities required for PDR. Those are the step-length
and user heading. The second one is provided using a model-
based PDR approach. Although recent approaches focus on a
complete learning-based framework, as described in the next
subsection, hybrid PDR still has utility because it requires a
lighter computational load. PDR step-length estimation is of
interest in healthcare and biomechanical applications.

1) Step-length learning. Generally, data-driven approaches
are aimed to regress the step-length estimation. They
replace both the step detection and step-length estima-
tion in a model-based procedure (Figure 2), so that both
the heading and the user position estimation are use
model-based approaches, as illustrated in Figure 18. In
[22], three StepNet architectures for the regression task
are proposed. Two of them require the step detection
phase and regress the step-length within the pedestrian
step cycle (varying time intervals); the third, omits
the step detection phase and regresses the change in
distance at a predefined (constant) time interval. The last
one demonstrated the best performance. Subsequently,
the accuracy of step regression approaches was further
improved by using magnetometer readings as well [69].
A variety of neural network architectures can be used for

Fig. 18: Hybrid PDR with step-length data-driven methods.

the regression task but these are beyond the scope of this
paper. Regardless of the architecture chosen, to solve the

regression problem, the mean square error (MSE) loss
is commonly applied:

LMSE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(x̂i − xi)
2 (56)

where N is the number of samples, x̂i is the estimated
value of sample i, and xi is the corresponding true value.
In the training process, the network is optimized by
minimizing the loss function.

2) Heading learning. Similarly, only the user heading can
be regressed using data-driven approaches within the
model-based PDR framework, as shown in Figure 19. As
any other regression problem, the MSE loss (56) can be
used, but to better reflect the circular nature of heading,
other loss functions may be considered. For example, in
[39], the following heading loss was suggested:

LHeading =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(sin(ψ̂i)−sin(ψi))
2+(cos(ψ̂i)−cos(ψi))

2

(57)
where ψ is the heading angle.

Fig. 19: Hybrid PDR with heading regression data-driven
methods.

D. Learning-Based PDR Frameworks

In learning-based PDR approaches, the entire model-based
PDR algorithm is replaced by neural network architectures to
estimate the pedestrian’s position. In general, such approaches
fall into two categories:

1) Pedestrian position regression. Following the same line
of thought as in model-based PDR, such approaches
regress the change in heading and distance to estimate
the user position. IONet [70] examined LSTM and
a bidirectional LSTM architecture, whereas [71] used
residual networks (ResNets) for the regression only after
the smartphone location was classified using a different
network.
As both the change in distance and heading are regressed
simultaneously, the loss function accounts for both of
them, as for example:

LPDR =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(d̂i − di)
2 + λ

1

N

N∑
i=1

(δψ̂i − δψi)
2 (58)

where d is the distance, δψ is the change in heading,
and λ is a factor to balance the two losses.
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2) Pedestrian velocity regression. This type of approach
regresses the velocity of the user and integrates the
data to determine the position of the user based on that
velocity. The first work in this field, named RIDI [72],
regressed the user velocity and used it to correct the
user acceleration. Next, double integration was applied
to the corrected acceleration to estimate the pedestrian
position. By building upon RIDI, RoNIN [73] offers
a heading-agnostic coordinate frame representing the
input and output of the network. They examined three
different network architectures based on ResNet, LSTM,
and temporal convolutional layers. In contrast to other
approaches, RoNIN uses the device orientation together
with the inertial readings to provide input to the network,
as opposed to using only the inertial readings.

V. SUMMARY

Inertial navigation for pedestrians is an emerging discipline
that has wide applications in many fields, including healthcare,
security, and indoor location-based services. In this work, we
presented model and learning approaches to inertial pedestrian
navigation. We provided detailed algorithms for shoe-mounted
inertial sensors and classical PDR with unconstrained inertial
sensors. These algorithms include the INS equations of motion
and the EKF framework aided by information in stationary
conditions. For PDR, we described methods for solving each
phase of the algorithm for step detection, step-length estima-
tion, and heading determination. Following these model-based
approaches, we addressed three categories of data-driven PDR:
activity-assisted and hybrid approaches, and learning-based
frameworks.
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